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Title word cross-reference

$119.95$ [Pea19]. $135.00$ [Tri19]. 24 [SJ14]. $3 \times 2$ [LLgX14]. 2 [Cre18a]. $E$
[God17]. $e_l$ [CLL11]. $F$ [HD10]. $g$ [LC18, XG17]. $h$ [XG17]. $I$ [GJS16]. $K$
[HDL+16, JYL15, MW17, THY16]. $L_1$ [SL15, XMZ12]. $L_q$ [QP13]. $M$
[Ros14, SLS18, WF12]. $P$
[LX19, AEI18, Ber17, Bri17, GC17, LS17a, PDF15, RDHL19, ZSS19]. $p > 1$
[FCSZ16]. $p \geq N$ [GBW16]. $Q$ [CLXY15, LLS17, ZSS19]. $R$ [HPV14, HM15].
$S$ [BSB15]. $t$ [MG12]. $T^2$ [CPPW11]. $z$
[Cai10, Efr10b, Efr10c, Hel10, Sch10, Wes10].

-Priors [LC18]. -Regression [WF12]. -Regularization [SL15]. -Sample
Values [AEI18, Bri17, Cai10, Efr10b, Efr10c, Hel10, LS17a, RDHL19, Sch10, Wes10, ZSS19].

0 [Pea19].

108 [CDQ14]. 1323 [CDQ14].

2nd [Yan19].

3. [Tri19]. 3rd [Vat19].

4Rs [VHJB13].


Applications [ASB11, CCZ16, CWH15, CMS17, Dai19, DPV11, DWY13, HJRS10, HD10, HWZ13, JZT19, KJ10, LG14, LD17, NN17, NCBI2, RN16, SW11, SPHL16, TDL73, TPLG10, WY19, XCC18, YRR19, Zha05, Zho11, ZL13].

Applied [MHC13, RGH13a].

Appreciating [Utt17].

Approach [AL14, AB17, CL11b, CWPC13, CGBY13, HMQ10, HAME15, HMM16, HAB15, HWZ13, JZT19, LK10, LG14, LD17, NN17, NCB12, RN16, SW11, SPHL16, TDL73, TPLG10, WY19, XCC18, YRR19, Zha05, Zho11, ZL13].

Approaches [TWYZ11].

Approximate [Blu10, CWZ18, Dui16, FKSZ19, Ros11, Wan17a, Zha05].

Approximated [HB14].

Approximately [BCK19].

Approximation [Kat17, LCS13, LCL14, LF13, WH17].

Approximations [BG16, CMS17, HYSN19, PCB11].

Arbitrarily [Wan17a, ZH18].

Arbitrary [FHG12a, MKG13, YT17].

Arising [KJ10].

ARM [MS18c, ZL13].

Armed [BFT18].

Array [BJT10].

Arrays [QA10, ZX17].

ARV [LER12].

ASA [LS17a].

Assays [BTI19, SFM18, ZH11].

Assessing [BAWM18, CCS14, KA18, PLG11, PLG18].

Assessment [HTGT13, LHW13, LPH17, SHW17, WH17].

Assignments [LZ16, RS11].

Attendance [DCL16].

Autocorrelated [ZS15a, Zho13].

Autocorrelation [ZS15a, Zho13].

Autocorrelation-Based [ZS15a].

Autocorrelations [DV11, MSL18].

Automated [PPD11].

Automatic [CY17, RG17b, SCK19, ZCL11].

Autopsies [MLC16].

Autoregression [CP12, WLY14].

Autoregressive [GKM19, IY14, LTT15, PR14, PK14, TAD10, WX15, WC18, YTL15].
Auxiliary [GJL17, HQT16, WCZ+13]. Availability [LHW+13]. Average [CCJ10, CCJ13a, CY17, HP10a, LZWZ11, OR17, SHM+18, WX15].

Averaged [ZD14]. Averaging [AL14, CLLL18, GC11, KRG11, Ma15, RHCT14, SGR10, ZYWL17, ZWZZ19].

Away [AR15b]. AX [KKLL17].


Ball [ACPLRC19, TY17]. Band [BBX16, Bie19]. Bandit [BFT18].

Bands [CLM14, KKC10]. Bandwidth [QC15]. Bankruptcy [CGL10]. Base [BA16].

Bases [SWSK19]. Basis [HJ17, RLM13, ZA16]. Basketball [CDBG16]. Bat [MCCL13]. Batch [CY17, LW19b]. Bayes [Bt17, D17v, D17v, FF17b, HZ13, KM14, K14, LB17b, MY15, WB19c, WMBZ18, WLNC14, XMY+15, YD11, ZD19, ZG18, ZD13].

Bayesian [ACBK10, AVWW14, ADR+12, BJT+10, BAA+15, BCR18, BFT18, Blu10, BR12a, BW16, BR12b, CKP19, CD11, Cha17, CGL10, CIB+18, CSS18, CWZ18, CMER11, DQZ18, D18, DML14, DMR1+10, DLR11, FOW11, FBC14, FTM12, FPSE15b, FEPS10, FMV16, FSB+19, FK14a, GNL19, GS10, GdMb13, GDT17, GC11, GKM19, GPD14, GD15, GW17, GAZ13, HC15a, HMM16, H16, H16, W16, HBC12, HFT10, H13, H15b, JPC19, JS11, JPB13, JL15, JR12, KC11, KNW11, KCZ+13, KPC+17, KKL15, KKL17, KMR17, KD13, LNN19, LMZJ13, LNP14, L17m, Li12a, LK19, L19, LG19, H19, LHC19, LSY13, LLZ18, LD15, Lin18, Lin13, LGY18, LJW13, Ma15, MCM+12a, MWR17, MBC13, MD19, MML+13, MDML13, MR17, MY17, NC10, NS17, NS19, NSH+19b, OP16, OCAG19, PBD13, PGW+18, PH18, PSV15, PCK16, Ph17, PSW13, QJGW16, RS10].

Bayesian [RFD11, RDL10, RBF+17, RHCT14, RG14, RG17b, RD12, RR18, Sad17, SD17a, SP+18, SCM+18, SZ14, SM11, SJ17, SY+19, S10, SK12, SHF17, SGVC13, SMQ+13, SLR+15, SJ14, TMP18, VS15, VCB19, WDSL10, WJY13, WBC15, WGE+18, WH17, XTR+14, XMWT16b, YHD+10, YD16, YKC+15, YPQ+16, YPOR18, Zaj12, ZB13, Zho11, ZB15, ZMB+16, ZHI8, ZKL14, ZD14, ZSCM18].

Better [Mor15]. Between [FH15, God17, JK16, KX17, LS10, LSLR12, PLGM11, ST15, TAGT14, XCC18, Zha13a, ZB13, ZNSR12]. Beyond [RR18, ZSZ12]. 


cis-eQTL [HSTP15]. Cities [Dup12]. Civil [Fuk15]. Claims [HZS18].
Class [AGS12, DTYG12, EUW17, HW19, LN14, MW10a, RW13, WCZ+13, XS18, YY16, YOD11]. Classes [ST15]. Classical [SH13]. Classification [BCT18, Büh11, CWC+14, CLXY15, DH13, Düm11, FFJT16, FTM12, GK11, LM11a, LM11b, Li12a, LCAL12, LB18, LZW11, MYLC15, PBD13, PMZ19, Pol11, Sam11, SWW14, WCZ+13, WSSQ16, WN11, YC11, YD16, ZWQ18].
coli [BBBH10]. coli-SecYEG-Pore [BBBH10]. Collaborators [Ano10a, Ano11a, Ano12g, Ano13f, Ano14g, Ano17k, Ano17l, Ano19e, Ano19f]. Collapsed [BOSB16]. Collective [MZN+16]. Combination [BCR18, CLQY16, SCG13]. Combinatorial [WBCD15]. Combined [WY19].
Combining [DNFZ10, HMW+14, LN14, RHT14, TWYZ11]. Comment [ALM12, AIP19, BFF12, BW15, BC15, Ble13, Ble17, Bro17, BM15, BJ16, Büh11, Cal10, CT17, CvdL12, CL15a, CHe13, CZ14a, CLZ+16, CH19, CB18a, CR18, CT10, CO10, D'19, DH12, Det13, Du14, Düm11, Dun14, FY17, FF17b, GV14, GJ18b, GK17, GK11, GS17b, Gri13, GLR16, GL14, HL16, Han17a, HR16, Har18, HM16, He10, Her18, Hjo14, Hod15, HP10b, Hud15, IJ19, Ion12, JIn12, Kar18, Kne17, Kou12, Kuh18, Lazi11, Lec15, Len15, LNA10a, LMZ15, LB17b, LNM11, LK16, LvdL17, Mam13, MZW16, Mor16, MQ14, Ogb17, OST19, PD12, PY12, Pol14, Pol11, Qia17, Ral17, RG17a, Ros17, Rot18, Sah10, Sam11, Sch10, Sch12, SS15, She11, She13, Sni10, Spi19, SL11, Tad17, TB17, TP16b, Tu17, WSWT10, WSG16, WMS17, WSL14, Was12, WN11, Wes10, WH15, Wou17, Wu11, YC11, Yee17, ZW13, Zen13].

DAE [RSI14]. DAE-seq [RSI14]. Daily [CGBY13, WLSA17]. Data [ACBK10, ASFX10, AB17b, ASX19, BJT+10, BBW14, BAA+15, BQJ17, BL16, BMW19, BGMP12, BIL+11, BKD+17, BD12, BAN+12, BA16, BWH16, BGK+18, BR12b, CCZ16, CCT15, CLL19, CAJ14, CDH12, CCJ10, bCH10, CHAP16, CL10, CCMC16a, CYC10, CCMW11, CWPC13, CF17, CL18, CIB+18, CCS18, CGO19, CMS17, Cra15, DQZ18, DYZ12, DBNZ16, DHM11, DP11, DM18, DM11, DH13, DZ15, DHL14, DZ19, DS12, DDM+10, DPT14, DLR11, DPS19, DDH15, DLP12, FOW11, FLY12, FLJL17, FPW10, FPSE15b, FDPS10, FF17a, FMPR12, GLL13, GS10, GA12, GCNC14, GC11, GII11, GRH10, GLS11, GZZ19, HMQA10, HAME15, Han14, HL14a, HZ14, HG18, Har19, HLSY16, HCKS18, HZS18, HTGT13, HRZ17, HTFK10, HFSZ19, HFQ12, HSTP15, HD10, HZT11, HLG14, HMV+14, HSZ15, HLR15, HJCPV11, HZ13, IKG+10, JZ15, JNR15, JAW16].

Data [JLYT14, JKL11, JP15, JSPD19, JKNNW11, KOL+12, Ken15, KY11a, Kim19, KMO15, KKL15, KWG15, KNK+18, KHG18, KCP+11, LVC14, LDS10, LSH16, LMR+19, LNS10, LZP10, LZ11a, LWC13, LY16, LHH17a, LQS17, LS18c, LJGZH19, LW19a, LCS+13, LN14, LFO11, LSZD17, LD15, LRZ17, LLgX14, LZPH14, LJZ14, LS17b, LT14, LMH14, LSS+19b, MS18b, MVR17, M19, MJ14, MRB12, MZ15, MDG17, MML+13, MDC113, NZK11, NC10, NN17, NLOP10, NCB12, NSK16, NFG+16, OKE17, PCJ12, Pan11, PD16, PM19, PB19, QNLS11, QLL10, QJWG16, QKVT19, RQJ15, RSI14, RBB13, RHCT14, RGH13a, RGL16, RSK17, SD14, SDCG+15, SW17a, SW19, SBG+16, SO19, SVS16, SM10, SLS18, SMAC10, SK12, Sob12, SL14, SEdS19, SSL+10, SSZL12, ST18, TLG16, TYY+19, TZF+15, TPAC19a, TPAC19b, TE11, V15, WDSL10, WGM12, WYJ13, WM14].

Data [WS14, WG14, WYS19, WGE+18, WSL+16, WRCG13, WZL18, WL19, WZL19, WLSA17, WY13, XWK11, XKBS17, XSWH17, XLN18, XWG19, XQZ10, YY16, YRR19, YL13, Yu19, ZC13, ZPIW13, ZS15a, ZH19, ZS15b, ZHY14, ZHM+10, ZQ12, ZZWJ12, ZLZ17, ZHS17, ZLL18, ZH18, ZLLZ11, ZFK14, Zuh15, Yan19, Yu19]. Data-Centric [Pan11].

Dimension [BH13, BSZ12, BB14, CH12, CZ14b, DW11, Efr10a, FWYZ13, FL14, GCBL15, GLLI15, HC17, LS18b, LLZ10, MZ12, QDC19, WWL12, XZX10, YNLC19, ZZF10]. Dimension-Reduced [BB14]. Dimension

[HZT11, LLZ18]. Dual [CTM10]. Due [BR12b, LDS10]. Duration [Fuk15].
During [FO17, ZMB+16]. Dynamic [BMMS17, BT11b, CL16b, CIB+18,
CLL18, CGO19, DM18, DK18, FBCA14, FO17, FF17a, GBDL10, GBZ17,
Hua17, Ion12, JYL15, JAW16, KLL17, KMR17, Lin13, LLLW11, MMC+12a,
MT11, MYT18, PGW+18, PY16, PSY19, RDL10, RHCT14, SC15, SL19,
Tad10, TGP11, WRL+12a, WGE+18, WLXL14, XMWT16b, Zaj12, ZDP11,
ZWL+15, ZLDT18, ZZLK15, ZMB+16, ZZS19]. Dynamical [CB18b].
Dynamically [RLM13]. Dynamics [KWG15, PR14, TP16a].

E-mail [FSS+16]. E-MS [JNR15]. Early [EUW17, LER+12]. Early-Stage
[EUW17]. EBIC [LC14]. ECA [HL18]. ECoG [ZWL+15]. Economic
[RGH13a]. ed. [Vat19, Yan19]. Eddy [MSW+18]. Edge [CCS18, CD18].

Edge-Count [CCS18]. Edit [KCK+15, MVR17]. Edit-Imputation
[KCK+15]. Editor [Ano10h, Ano10i, Ano11j, FHL15].
Editorial [Ano10a, Ano11a, Ano12g, Ano13e, Ano14f, Ano15e, Ano17i, Ano17j].
[KMO15, LSS+19a, SO19]. Efavirenz [LZNS17]. Effect [ADH10, BAWM18,
CCF18, DFMR12, HSR13, JTF+19, KX17, KBKS18, LER+12, MSK+17,
PCT14, PSSS17, Sch12, SHM+18, WM14, XAM+14]. Effective
[HC17, ZWL+15]. Effectively [ZTC+13]. Effectiveness [ZK17].
Effects [ASFL+17, AR15b, BML17, BGC19, Bla17, CR10, Cho17, Dai19, DHM11,
DMI5, DGYZ11, Fra15, FOvS10, GLL13, GW15, GA12, GMS14, GDZ11,
HAME15, HV11, HZ10, KC11, KOL+12, Ken19, KHK19, KYY11b, KPGJ12,
LVC14, LDS10, LSS11, LHTB15, LQS17, LDL+19, LH14, LZS+16, LLLW11,
LW19b, MW19, OR17, PHP+12, RLY14, SCM+18, SHM19, SWL17a, SM12a,
Sid13, Sob12, SWCB16, TGH18, TPLG10, VHJB13, WA18, WTPQ12,
WLS17, ZYXZ17, ZHM+10, ZD14]. Efficacy [GSH13, LTJ15]. Efficiency
[FRH10, KX17, LLX15, Ros10, Ros15a, SS17, Tad13b, Tsi17, Zaj12].
Efficient [BS13, CLvdL19, CLGS18, CWZ15, CRZZ16, GW15, HPV14, HZ10,
HQT16, JZT19, JLY19, LCT16, LYH13, LX19, MKG13, MS18a, MSW+18,
MW10a, QLL10, QKV19, TZL17, VW11, WZ18, YBT13, ZL14, ZLL18].

Efficiently [MS10]. Eigenanalysis [ZRY19]. Eigenvalues
[SDT10, YZBE18]. Eigenvectors [SDT10]. Elastic
[Han11, PPD+14, SKBM17, SCK19]. Elderly [CA14, HH10]. Election
[SMRG18]. Elections [GRH10, Lin13]. Electricity [GCB13, LS17b].
Electroecorticographic [ZWL+15]. Elimination [LQ11]. Elliott
[YZ19, Spi19]. Elliptical [HL14a, HL18]. Elliptically [BF15]. Embedded
[NQS14]. Embedding [STFP12]. Embracing [LCFW18]. Emergence
[XXL+19]. Empirical [AO17, AS15, BS13, HLSY16, HZ13, KLN13, KM14,
KWX+19, LZ14, RW10, WMBZ18]. Emulation
[FBCA14, GH18, MSW+18]. Emulators [CMM+13]. EMVS [RG14].
Encompassing [Gel11]. Encouragement [FMV16]. End [GAZ13, LDS16].
End-of-Life [GAZ13, LDSH16]. Endogeneity [FHL15, FIH14]. Endogenous
XCM\textsuperscript{+13}, YT17, YTL15, YLRH19, You19, YL13, ZL14, ZYZL17, ZEMD18, ZQ12, ZW14, ZL118, ZZF10, ZD14, Zub15. Estimations [QNLS11].

Estimator [GMS14, Sar12, TR19, WW15, ZWZZ19]. Estimators [AI12, AY17, ACF17, BY11, BSB15, CCJ13a, Cer10, CY17, CL11c, CW12, CZ14b, DZ15, Fu16, KKC10, LS15, LZWZ11, LCLZ18, OR17, SLS18].

Ethics [HZH15]. Etiologic [MZT\textsuperscript{+17}]. European [RWF\textsuperscript{+13}]. Evaluating [AB17a, FMPR12, Gne11, LER\textsuperscript{+12}, OKEK17, RSK17, SW17c]. Evaluation [CZ11, CTM10, DvvdB13, ESR18, FL10, FH14, OPG16, WRL\textsuperscript{+12a}].

Evaluative [SL14]. Event [BAN\textsuperscript{+12}, BGK\textsuperscript{+18}, FAIW\textsuperscript{+11}, Fuk15, GSH13, IS12, KNK\textsuperscript{+18}, LW19a, LZPH14, PCC12, RHCT14, SSZL12, SHW17]. Event-Dependent [FAIW\textsuperscript{+11}]. Events [CW17, GZCL19, KCZ\textsuperscript{+13}, LgX14, RPS19, SPHL16, SW17c, XCH\textsuperscript{+17}].

Ever [Nus18]. Every [XCQ15]. Evidence [bCH10, JPCD19, LS17a, MMM11a, MMM11b, MG17a, MG17b, Mor10, OPG16, Ros11, SL11, ZSL\textsuperscript{+11}, ZNSR12]. Evolution [FO17]. Evolutionary [JPBM13]. EWMA [ZZWJ12].

Exact [AE18, BS19, CMPS17, FCSZ16, LLgX14, MM19, Mar15, TTLT16a, Wan15]. Exam [AR15b]. Examples [Har19]. Exceedances [You19]. Excess [TR19].

Exchange [LJSL16]. Exchangeability [RGH13b]. Exchangeable [CD18, ZFW17]. Excited [WLY\textsuperscript{+14}]. Exciting [FSS\textsuperscript{+16}, MSB\textsuperscript{+11}]. Excursion [SSS18]. Exogenous [WC18]. Expansion [BSZ12]. Expansions [GMS14].

Expectation [FO17, FSB\textsuperscript{+19}, LHH\textsuperscript{+17b}, LSLR12]. Experimental [FZ13, Plu14]. Experimentation [MW10b, RSA16, Wu15]. Experiments [ABvdW19, BJ11, BF18, Bla17, BS19, CMM\textsuperscript{+13}, CSSK16, Cho17, DD16, EI19, GJS16, HWZ\textsuperscript{+13}, LN14, MP13, MDR18, PLLG18, SW11]. Exploiting [FL10]. Exploration [HPX12]. Exponential [BD16, DFRS14, DHS11, HNW\textsuperscript{+17}, Sch11, WJHZ13, XMY\textsuperscript{+15}]. Exposure [FZY12]. Expression [DQZ18, DDM\textsuperscript{+10}, HH12, HSTP15, JL15, LNN19, PCSK16, SLC\textsuperscript{+15}, TMK\textsuperscript{+12}, XWK11]. Expression/Usage [SLC\textsuperscript{+15}].


Facilitate [JLTY14]. Factor [AB17b, BD12, BT11b, CLGS18, FK18, FKSZ19, HCM13, KW\textsuperscript{+19}, KKH18, LCFW18, MDCL13, RG17b, TT10, ZSY16]. Factor-Adjusted [FKSZ19].

Factorial [EI19, ZC11, ZX14]. Factorizations [YD16, ZBHD15]. Factors [FKH11, LDG15, Ros11, Tra18, ZSL\textsuperscript{+11}, ZG18]. Factory [HB14]. Failure [CW17, CKY15, LER\textsuperscript{+12}, LHW\textsuperscript{+13}, NQS14, PHP\textsuperscript{+12}, SS17, XCH\textsuperscript{+17}, ZHS17, Zub12]. Faint [YP17]. False


Fully [BJQ17, LNN19]. Function [DEV19, HJ17, HGZ18, LQ17, Pap12, RLM13, SFK12, SDWM18, YPQ+16, ZTS11, ZZS19].

Function-on-Function [LQ17, SDWM18]. Functional [ANH15, BQ17, BCT18, BS15, CY12, CCMW11, CM12, CWPC13, CL15b, CGO19, CHSV14, DH13, GHK10, GCNC14, GZZ19, HAME15, HG18, HH10, HJCPV11, JAW16, KINW11, KOL+12, KMR17, LS18a, LST+11, LMR+19, Lei14, LWC10, LWC13, LG14, LHH17a, LS18c, LHS18, Lin12, LS17b, LSS+19b, MSL1a, MBCM13, NN17, PSS17, PJY16, QGJ19, RQJ15, RN16, SD14, SM10, TP16a, WSL14, WGE+18, WLZ19, XKB17, XLN18, YY16, YMSC15, ZBZ+16, ZYH14, ZHM+10, ZLL18, ZBM11].

Functionals [KY11a].

Functions [AGS12, BBS17, BGMP12, CLM14, CYC10, GKS10, LB18, LM17, LT14, MZN+16, Mar15, NQS14, PKM10, PH18, Plu14, PBC16, QLL10, UL17, WFTQ12, ZA16, ZLL18].

Fused [CZ14b].

Fusion [DW11, MH17, NCB12, Kim19]. Fusion-Refinement [DW11].

Future [ZTC+13].

Gail [Pea19]. Gamma [PSW13]. Gap [MS18b]. Gaussian [BG16, CRZ16, DH17, DBFG16, DG18, DLR11, FJM19, FZ13, FSLR19, HL18, LSQ15, LX19, MDCL13, PKM10, PPLS18, PSV15, RMR19, RD12, WS14, WDG14, WDP+14, ZA16, ZD13]. Gene [DDM+10, HRC12, HCCZ16, HZL+17, LNN19, LCZ12, LN10, LLLW11, PCSK16, WY19, WLX14, XK511, ZC17a]. Gene-Environment [HRC12, HZL+17]. Gene-Gene [HRC12]. General [BT16, CMS14, DLR11, HS13, KLSY13, LD17, LL19a, RTT18, RGL16, SM12a, Wo11, WPS17b, YBT13, YDZ16]. Generalized [ACB+14, ASB11, AGT14, BML17, BY11, BS13, CCJ13a, CYC10, CRVF10, HS13, HILL16, HNW+17, Hua14, HLG14, JLZ14, JHZ16, KKL15, LHL15, LNS10, LWC10, LC18, LSY13, LHY13, LS17b, MW10a, MX14, OKE17, PY16, SF13, TLG16, WS14, WZ17b, WLSA17, XQZ10, You19, ZL110, ZLT10, ZY17, ZS15b, ZEM18, ZS12, ZJJ12, ZKL114].


Geometry [CyTW13, LL10b, LMW17, XKB17]. Geostatistical [DBF16, KRG11, LCS+13].


ZC17b, ZH19, Zha11, ZC11, ZSPL17, ZB18, ZZS19, ZSCM18.

High-Breakdown [Cer10]. High-Dimensional [AL14, AB17b, BCK19, BR12a, CLX13, bCH10, CHAP16, CZZ10, CZW+11, CCMW11, CSW17, CW19, DS12, DG18, FFJT16, FK18, FZW16, GS10, GKM19, GHJZ16, GBZ17, GWCL19, HL14a, HL18, HFZ18, HSZ15, HZ13, IKG+10, JR12, LLSS18, LZ10b, Li12a, LSY13, LSQ15, LL13, LFL15, Lin18, LLLW11, MB16, PGY14, QC15, RGH13a, RSK17, RT17, SZ14, SL15, SZLI15, VRS19, WPL15, YD16, YP17, YYY18, Zha13b, ZC17b, ZH19, ZC11, ZSPL17, ZB18, ZZS19].

High-Dimensional [AL14, AB17b, BCK19, BR12a, CLX13, bCH10, CHAP16, CZZ10, CZW+11, CCMW11, CSW17, CW19, DS12, DG18, FFJT16, FK18, FZW16, GS10, GKM19, GHJZ16, GBZ17, GWCL19, HL14a, HL18, HFZ18, HSZ15, HZ13, IKG+10, JR12, LLSS18, LZ10b, Li12a, LSY13, LSQ15, LL13, LFL15, Lin18, LLLW11, MB16, PGY14, QC15, RGH13a, RSK17, RT17, SZ14, SL15, SZLI15, VRS19, WPL15, YD16, YP17, YYY18, Zha13b, ZC17b, ZH19, ZC11, ZSPL17, ZB18, ZZS19].

High-Frequency [ASFX10, ASX19, DGHM19, FLY12, FK18, JKL11, SJ14, TWYZ11, WM14].

High-Order [ZH19].

High-Resolution [FTM12].

High-Throughput [BTI19, FCDA15].

Higher [BML17, LRT12, SD17a].

Higher-Order [LRT12].

Highly [QLL10].

Hilbert [BCT18, SDWM18].

Hippocampal [AVWW14].

Histone [MML+13]. History [Fuk15].

HIV [DGM12, Gil11, JPBM13, LHW+13, LZNS17, MRB+17, XAM+14].

Homicide [SF13].

Homogeneity [HNW+17, KFW15, LS19b, RK11].

Homologous [LQ11].

Hormone [LCCG14]. Hospital [GRR+17].

Hotelling [CPPW11]. Hour [SJ14].

House [SQ10].

Households [KSBG10].

HPV [KMG15].

Human [EEdH19, MZW16].

Huntington [WGM12].

Hybrid [CGBY13, GK18, pKP12].

Hydrocyclone [OCAG19].

Hypercube [GS17a, Hun11, Qia12, XCQ15].

Hypergeometric [Wan15].

Hypergraphs [LMWA17].

Hypotheses [FSMS17, LN10, Lu16, MHZ15, SM12b, ZSR18].

Hypothesis [Cha17, HCKS18, LB17a, WY19, Zha11, ZB18].

Hyv"arinen [SJDT19].

I/II [GY17, LGY18].

Ice [CHAP16].

Icing [LHH+17b]. ICU [GCNC14, KHK19].

Ideas [Lit13].

Identifiability [DGYZ11, MDG17].

Identification [CP12, FMV16, HMM16, HLY19, JCL10, KYBB19, LG13, LLLW11, MVR12, SH13, SW11, SHM+18, WBG+18, WGI11, XCC18, Sоб12].

Identified [Sid13].

Identifiers [WCZ+13].

Identify [BJT+10, HDL+16].

Identifying [FKH11, JLZ14, JL15, KPGJ12, SQ10, TPLG10, XS18, Zha13a, ZRY19, ZCJ+17, ZCC+17].

Idiosyncratic [KWX+19]. if [LER+12].

Ignorable [HFQ12].

Ignoring [LRZ17].

II [GY17, JLTY14, LGY18].

III [KSBG10].

Ill [CB18b].

Ill-Posed [CB18b].

Illness [LZ10a].

Illustrations [Pre10].

Image [CCl+11a, CCL+11b, Laz11, LNM11, She11, WZ17b, Wu11].

Images [COS+10, FG13, LHM14].

Imaging [KOL+12, LST+11, PPLS18, SGVC13, YL13].

Imbalance [IKP11].

Imbalanced [CDQ13, CDQ14, JSPD19].

Immune [MMC+12a].

Immunotherapy [LGY18].

Impact [PGW+18, YPQ+16].

Imperfect [KN18, Sid13].

Implications [HTFK10].

Importance [BG16, LTC13, TMP18, YYY18].

Imprinting [LCG+15].

Improper [CH17].

Improve [MDR18].

Improved [Gil11, Tsi17, WLS17, WW15, YPOR18].

Improves [HSTP15].

Improving [AB17a, SS17].

Imputation [BR12b, HTFK10, KCK+15, MVR17, MR17, RGH13a, WF12, Yan19, ZR15].
Imputed [ZK12]. INAR [PDF15]. Including [ZH18]. Inclusion [JZT19]. Income [JS11]. Incomplete
[ACBK10, HSM+15, HFQ12, JNR15, KN18, WDSL10, YHD+10, Zub15].
Incorporating [PCC12, YL16, ZCJ+17]. Increases [ZLP+14]. Incremental
[Ken19]. Independence
[BFV16, FFS11, FMD14, PGY14, PWL16, PWXZ19, Zha19a]. Independent
[HM15, LST+11, MT17]. Index
[Ano10g, Ano11i, Ano13a, DT15, FWYZ13, FMC11, JKL11, LWC10,
LHH17a, LL19a, MS15, MMW+17, NC10, RJQ15, WTM19]. Indexed
[DDT17]. India [BIL+11]. Indirect [AB13, SHS10, WTM19]. Individual
[DGH+10, ZLP+14]. Individual-Level [DGH+10]. Individualized
[LS18a, ZZRK12, ZMHKK17]. Individuals [EUW17]. Induced [SMQ+13].
Inducing [MN16]. Industrial [OCAG19]. Ineligibles [DIDvB13].
Inequality [DJP18]. Inexact [Plu17]. Infants [BSLR10, TNZM14].
Infection [CZW+11, DDM+10, MS¸DN12]. Infection-Cardiovascular
[MS¸DN12]. Infectious [Ken15, NFG+16, TYY+19, YHD+10]. Infer
[KSGB10]. Inference [AIZ14, ACBK10, BBS17, BH12, BDIK12, BC14,
BL16, BCK19, BT19, BKM17, BM10, BCS18, CZ13, CCF18, CCJ10, CJS18,
CZ19, CLGS18, CL10, CGL10, CLF12, CGW17, CDS11, CZMHS17, DP11,
DFRS14, DS12, DL11, EG19, LOW11, FTZ15, FMGS16, FSMS17, G111,
Hag17, HS12, HCCZ16, HH13, HV11, HILL16, HCKS18, Hos13, Ion12,
JLY19, KC11, KM17, LHL15, LGR+18, LNS10, LY16, LD17, LLQ17,
LDDL+19, LJZ14, LH14, LM17, LdvL18, LSLR12, MHC13, ML13b, ML15,
Mar15, MP13, MD19, MTC11, MM13, MDR18, MN16, MW17, NEB13,
NH11, OR17, PRS10, PH18, PSV15, PSW13, RW10, RTT18, RKFL19, SB18,
SLM11, SH15, SL14, TWYZ11, TSL17, TLT16a, THY16, VRS19, WA18,
Wan17a, WTPQ12, WBCD15, WLS17, WKS12, XNLC14, XSWH17,
XLN18, YJFL9, YKC+15, Zaj12, ZC13, ZC17b, Zho11]. Inference
[ZST12, ZL15b, ZZS19]. Inferences [CRL15, LRZ17]. Inferential
[ML13b, ML15]. Inferring [FSS+16, FSB+19, HM16, LSS+19a]. Infinite
[CLvdL19]. Infinite-Dimensional [CLvdL19]. Infinitesimal
[LT10, LRT12]. Inflated [KKL15]. Influence [RPS19, TMP18]. Infuenza
[FBCA14, YHD+10]. Information [CCMC16a, DDT17, DGH+10, GS10,
GDZ11, HQT16, JPCD19, JK16, JHZ16, LX11, MA15, MC19, PCC12,
SPU17, SH13, WYS19, YNL19, ZLT10, ZCJ+17, ZST12].
Information-Based [WYS19]. Informative
[BTC10, DZ19, LDS10, MS18b, SSZL12, ZQ12]. Inhibition [LSLR12].
Inhomogeneous [RD12]. Initial [LER+12]. Initiative [LZPH14, Pre10].
[ZNSR12]. Instrument [BSLR10]. Instrumental
[Bla17, CW12, KZCS16, LHD19, LFL15, SW14, SHM+18, Tan10, WFD19].
Instruments [CMW+19, ESR18, KZCS16, SHM+18, WFD19]. Insulin
[WFZ18]. Insurance [FMC11, SY18]. Integer [Zub12]. Integral [OPG16].
Integrated [CDS11, HC15b, RWF+13, ZA16]. Integration [CCZ16].
GA12, Han14, KY11a, LDS10, LD15, LRZ17, MRB+17, MRB12, MDG17, MR17, NTC13, QLL10, SS17, ST18, WRL10, WZL19, Yan19, ZS15b, Har19. 

**Missing-Data** [LRZ17]. **Missingness** [HFQ12, LD15, RBB13]. **Mission** [Cre18a]. **Misspecification** [RPS19, RW13, ZST12]. **Misspecified** [AIZ14, FHS13]. **Mitchell** [Pea19]. **Mixed** [AY17, CW14, CR10, bCH10, Dai19, FOvS10, GA12, GMS14, HAME15, HMW17, HMW18b, IZR+13, JRFN18, KOL+12, LVC14, LMR+19, LNS10, LLLW11, MVR12, MBCM13, MM15, MDCL13, SCM+18, SW17a, SM12a, SWCB16, TPLG10, WTQ12, YMSC15, ZHM+10, ZBM11, Zub12]. **Mixed-Effects** [CR10, HAME15, KOL+12, LLLW11, WTQ12, ZYZL17]. **Mixing** [HY12, LS15]. **Mixture** [CLF12, CMS+18, FTM12, GJS16, Guh10, HNW+17, HY12, HLW13, KS15, LC10, LTC13, LCG+15, LLQ17, Ma13, MDG17, MH18, MR17, QP13, SH15, Tad10, WGM12]. **Mixtures** [ADR+12, CD11, Dui16, LC18, LN14, VS15, Zha05]. **MLE** [XC14]. **Mobile** [BAWM18, CXCR13, YRR19]. **Mobility** [Zaj12]. **Mobilization** [Bla17], **Möbius** [KJ10]. **Mode** [CP12]. **Model** [AL14, AVWW14, ADR+12, ACLZ14, BBW14, BS15, CW14, CCFZ15, CDBG16, CLGS18, CHAP16, CMMC16a, CHC+12, CYT12, CRL15, CRZZ16, CLQY16, CLL18, CMS+18, CXCRI3, CMER11, CL15, DGM12, DBNZ16, DHM11, DT15, DV11, DG16a, DLP12, DVF11, Efr14a, FF13, FZ17, FK18, FBCA14, FBM11, FOvS10, FJM19, Fu16, GHK10, GS10, GdMb13, GC11, GMS14, GH18, GDC11, HH13, HFZ18, HRZ17, HH10, HH12, HYY19, HLR15, HQT16, HC17, IZR+13, JWXJ13, JNR15, JRFN18, JR12, KC11, KOL+12, KY11b, KPC+17, KRG11, KW15, KLL17, KMR17, LNZJ13, LN14, LZ11a, LC14, LCG+15, LHH17a, LLQ17, LS18c, LHS18, LW19a, LHC19, LN10, LZW11, LY13, LH+17, Ma15, MSW+18, MG12, MM15, MYLC15, MML+13, NTC13, NSH19a, NQS14, OPG16, PHS15, PGW+18, PPLS18, PD16, PDF15, Raf17, RBB13, RPS19, RHCT14, RASA16, SW17a, SW17b, SBG+16]. **Model** [SJDT19, SH15, SGR10, SW14, SWCB16, SWW14, SS17, SZLI15, WBG+18, WDSL10, WMA+12, WS14, WC18, WGD14b, WKK15, WLNC14, WPS17b, WG11, WZL10, XBZ+14, XKB12, XY12, XQZ10, YJFL19, YDZ16, Zha13a, ZWL+15, ZWMC17, ZYZL17, ZST12, ZMW+15, ZMB+16, ZLLZ11, ZBM11, ZFK14, ZWZZ19, ZD14]. **Model-Averaged** [ZD14]. **Model-Averaging** [AL14]. **Model-Based** [DG16a, HH13, SBG+16, WBG+18, WG11, Zha13a]. **Model-Free** [CLZ15, WZL10, YDZ16, ZLLZ11]. **Model-Robust** [KW15]. **Modeling** [BGH+18, BFH12, BAA+15, B11, BSZ12, Bro17, BB14, CKP19, CR10, CW17, CH10, CM12, CIB+18, CKY15, CGBY13, CT10, DM18, DK18, DDM+10, Dup12, DDV17a, DDV17b, FPLM18, FLJL17, FO17, FH15, FF17b, FSS+16, FK14a, GZJLM12, GCNC14, GPD14, HAME15, HCM13, Han17b, Han11, HZS18, Hos13, HLG14, HW19, JR14, JS11, JPB13, JML+14, JHH14, KNK+18, KD13, KSKD12, LBS13, LNA10a, LTL15, LJJZH19, LSY13, LB17b, LCCG14, LLLW11, Ma13, MZN+16, MMC+12a, Mar19, MSB+11, MJG18, PP+14, PM19, PCS16, RSI14, RWF+13, RRW17,
Models [AIZ14, AY17, AB17a, ASB11, BJT +10, BSMR12, BFWE10, BL16, BCK19, BY11, BIL +11, BD12, BA16, BM10, BGK +18, BT11b, BL, CD14, CF15, CL16, CMPS17, CHZ16, CSS18, CS10, CRVF10, CSW17, CZ15, CD18, CZM17, Cul11, DAI19, DBFG16, DJP18, DT12, DG18, DTYG12, DLR11, EUW17, FFS11, GDL17, GBDL10, GKM19, GHP13, GDLMVF19, Guh10, GWCL19, HLMH13, HN18, HBHC12, HLM10, HD10, HY12, HLW13, Hua14, HMW17, HWZ +13, IR15, Ion12, JL15, JHZ16, KS15, KLSY13, KA18, KKL15, KPBSK10, KHG18, KD14, LVC14, LNP14, LDSH16, LMR +19, Lei14, LNS10, LT12, LWC10, LC12, LCF14, LQS17, LCFW18, LC18, LL19a, LS15, LSQ15, LLW14, LJZ14, LCCG14, LZ18, L10c, LS +19b, MR11, M15, MS18c, MHC13, MVR12, MW10a, ML13b, ML15, MBCM13, MZ15, MX14, MDG17, MH18, MSJD12, MM13, MC1313, MR17, NSB17, NSH +19b, OKEK17, OP13, PSV15, PHP +12, PJY16, PSH17, PCL13, PT17, QGJ19, QP13, RG15, RN16, RDC10, RHCT14, RD12, RWKS14, RW13, SWSK19, SCM +18, SW19, SFL12, SH13, SM10, SC15, SM12a, SZ1 +12, SM16, SK12, Sob12, SLR +15, SM12b, Tad10, Tan10, TCL16, TPL10, TIP18, THY16, TRI19, TTI10, Wan17a, WFTQ12, WX15, WZ17b, WKKS12, WCL18, WLZ19, WLSA17, WPS17b, WT13, WH17, XZJX10, XTR +14, XAM +14, XCH +17, XS18, XCM +13, YY16, YOD11, YBT13, YTL15, You19, ZDP11, ZL14, ZCL11, ZPIW13, ZBZ +16, ZYSL17, ZC17b, ZDD19, ZS15b, ZEMD18, ZDP10, ZHM +10, ZH18, ZKLI14, ZL15b, ZSY16, ZB18. Models [dCD14].
Moderate [HS12].
Moderate-Deviation-Based [HS12].
Moderation [BBBH10].
Modifications [IS12, MML +13].
Modified [Har19].
Modulated [LBS13].
Modules [ZC17a].
Molecular [TP16a].
Molecularly [GY17].
Molecule [CSS16].
Moment [CSS18, ZEMD18].
Moments [OP13].
Monitoring [CJB +18, ZZWJ12].
Monotone [BBS17, Cho17, GZJLM12, LD15].
Monotonic [CLQY16, IKP11].
Monotonicity [HRC12, Hua17].
Monte [BCVD18, Vat19, LCT16, LCM10, LX19, WBCD15, Zho14].
Monte-Carlo [LX19].
Mortality [FMGS16, GRR +17].
Motility [BFH12, Ion12, MMC +12a].
Motor [BGH +18, LSLR12, YPY +16].
Movement [HJ17].
Moves [SY17].
Movie [PS10].
Moving [HP10a, WX15].
MPSS [DDM +10].
MRI [FTM12, PT17, ZLP +14].
MS [JNR15].
Much [JK16].
Multi [BJ11, BFT18, BMMS17, FTZ15, FWYZ13, Kat17, LCG +15, NSB17, SO19, WH17, Zho11].
Multi-Agent [FTZ15].
Multi-Armed [BFT18].
Multi-Channel [SO19].
Multi-Dimensional [NB17].
Multi-Domain [Zho11].
Multi-Index [FWYZ13].
Multi-Layer [BJ11].
Multi-Population [WH17].
Multi-Resolution [Kat17].
Multi-Sample
[LCG+15]. **Multi-Scale** [BMMS17]. **Multicategory** [ZWQ18]. **Multiclass** [PWL16, WZL10]. **Multicomponent** [CCS14]. **Multidimensional** [FDPS10, LLL+10, MML12]. **Multilab** [FCDA15]. **Multilevel** [BL16, CWPC13, HBHC12, HBI+19, ZK17]. **Multimethod** [OKEK17]. **Multimodel** [RGH13b]. **Multinomial** [ACBK10, Tad13a]. **Multiple** [AIP19, BBBH10, BFWE10, BCDS18, BT16, BR12b, CKP19, CL16a, CLQY16, CXCR13, FKSZ19, FS17, FH14, CZCL19, HLL10, HTFK10, HMW+14, HDL+16, IJ19, KLH11, KLM13, KRS+17, LCT16, LQS17, LN10, LL19b, MZN+16, MJ14, MR17, OST19, PSY19, PSV15, PPD15, RW10, RPS19, Ros14, SF13, SCG13, SW11, SM12b, TYY+19, WF12, WZ17a, WB19a, WB19b, XCC18, XTR+14, YTL15, Zha11, ZLP+14, ZSS19, ZSP14, ZR15]. **Multiple-Regime** [YTL15]. **Multiplicative** [CMW+19]. **Multiply** [Han14]. **Multiproxy** [JR14, LNA10b]. **Multiresolution** [CDBG16, KOLL12]. **Multiresponses** [TGZ15]. **Multitask** [FXZ17]. **Multitrait** [OKEK17]. **Multitrait-Multimethod** [OKEK17]. **Multivariate** [AGS12, BD12, Cer10, CDQ13, CDQ14, CF17, CMS+18, CCS18, CHSV14, DY12, DP11, DLR11, FZW16, FFvSK17, GZJLM12, GKS10, HAME15, HG18, HMHL18, HMW18b, IKP11, Fma11, JP15, KMO15, KWG15, KMR17, LVC14, LDGX15, LS18b, LI19, LJGZH19, LLX15, LJW13, MS18c, MVR17, MT11, MJ14, MCI19, MAS14, NLOP10, OP13, PCJ12, PK12, PPD15, SPC+18, TZF+15, WPL15, WLZ19, YKC+15, dCD14]. **Multivariate-Sign-Based** [FZW16]. **Music** [RDLC10]. **MWPCR** [ZSPL17].

ZCL11, ZWZZ19. **Participation** [D1vdB13, KPGJ12]. **Particle** [BCVD18, BG16, GJL17, LPH+17, Roc18, RLM13, YYC17]. **Partition** [DDT17, JL15, KM17, ZDP11]. **Partitioning** [LJW13, TPLG10]. **Partitions** [ZFW17]. **Passing** [Wan17a]. **Past** [LNA10b, WRCG13]. **Path** [MSK+17, ZW14]. **Path-Specific** [MSK+17]. **Pathogen** [ACBK10]. **Pathogens** [TYY+19, YHD+10]. **Pathway** [CPPW11, LCZ14, PCSK16, XCC18]. **Pathways** [TMK+12]. **Patient** [HBHC12, KYBB19]. **Patient-Reported** [HBHC12]. **Patients** [LZNS17, MS¸DN12, WFZ18, ZB13, ZLP+14]. **Pattern** [HSM+15, SD17b, SW11, XWG19]. **Patterns** [DHS11, Hah12, KA18]. **PCA** [HL14a]. **PDE** [ASS+15]. **Peer** [LDL+19]. **Penalize** [FSLR19]. **Penalized** [BR12a, CW14, CWPC13, CH19, FHS13, KKC10, PL19, Spi19, SDWM18, XMZ12, YZ19, ZEL19a, ZEL19b]. **Penalties** [MFH11]. **Penalty** [HLL10]. **PENCOMP** [AD19]. **Penetrance** [SYS+19]. **People** [MSZ10]. **PEPFAR** [MSK+17]. **Per-Protocol** [GSH13]. **Performance** [SMQ+13]. **Perfringens** [CMS+18]. **Perinatal** [BSLR10]. **Period** [HN18, PAHJ11]. **Periodicity** [ATT19]. **Periodograms** [Li12b, Pap10]. **Periodontal** [RBB13]. **Periods** [FAIW+11, FH14]. **Permutation** [ACCTW18, DR17, GJ18a, Hah12, KLH11, ST15]. **Persistent** [MJG18]. **Personal** [MSZ10]. **Personalized** [CZK17a, LZNS17, MZC16, WFZ18, ZSY16]. **Perspective** [Blu10, DGS19, HC15a, LL19b, MZW18, YHD+10]. **Perturbation** [MTC11, PCSK16]. **Perturbations** [CB18b, HMQA10]. **PET** [CGO19]. **Phase** [GY17, HAME15, LGY18, TZL17, ZL14, JLTY14, ZB13]. **Phenotype** [LL19b]. **Phenotypes** [WBG+18, XLN18, ZKLI14]. **Phones** [YRR19]. **Phylogenetic** [WBCD15, Wil19]. **Physical** [HBI+19, Wu15]. **Physics** [MSW+18]. **Physiology** [KRS+17]. **Pine** [FRG+17, LHTB15]. **Pivotal** [DV11]. **Placebo** [LZS+16, RLP+18, TPLG10]. **Planar** [SKBM17]. **Plane** [FSL17]. **Planes** [YT17]. **Plant** [XLN18]. **Plausibility** [Mar15]. **PLEMT** [HNW+17]. **Plot** [LCAL12]. **Plots** [CCT15]. **Point** [CZMHS17, FSS+16, GSDR19, Gne11, GPD14, Hah12, HLL10, HSM+15, KJNW11, LLSS18, LG14, MJ14, MSB+11, Sar12, SO19, XY12, XCQ15, XWG19, ZL18, ZMW+15]. **Points** [SZ10]. **Poisson** [BGR13, DO12, FF17a, KCZ+13, KA18, LBS13, Tad10, WLY+14, ZWJJ12]. **Policies** [FL10]. **Policing** [MSM+15]. **Policy** [Mor10]. **Polis** [SMRGG18]. **Pollution** [GDZ11]. **Pólya** [MW11, PSW13]. **Pólya-Gamma** [PSW13]. **Polymerase** [HV11]. **Polynomial** [PPLS18]. **Polynomials** [BJQ17]. **Population** [AT11, CAJ14, CCL+11a, CCL+11b, CW18, DGH+10, FTZ15, HGD18, Laz11, LD17, LZ11b, LNM11, MHC11, MKG13, MDR18, RLY14, SH11, TEKM12, VT17, WTM19, Wu11, WH17, YZBE18, ZTC+13]. **Population-Based** [HGD18]. **Populations** [BSK+15, Bro17, bCH10, CCL+11a, CCL+11b, DDV17a, DDV17b, FMP18, FMGS16, FF17b, HBI+19, Laz11, LB17b, LNM11, MHC11, MMW+17, SH11, WRCG13, Wu11]. **Pore** [BBBH10]. **Portability** [PD16]. **Portfolio** [FZY12, FLY12, GBZ17].
[AB13, BSZ12, BB14, CW17, CMS14, DPV11, FO17, FSS+16, GZJLM12, GLS11, GSSVF13, HV11, HHY19, HW19, IY14, KJNW11, KWX+19, KOLL12, LBS13, LG14, PRS10, PR14, RD12, RDG10, SD14, SPHL16, SW17c, Ta10, WG14, WDP+14, ZPS16, ZD13]. Procurement [GSDR19].


R [Har19]. Race [KPC+17]. Radiate [RLM13]. Radiative [CMM+13]. Radiological [PARS19, TARS17]. Radius [ABvdW19]. Random [AO17, AGS12, BJT+10, CY16, CYC10, DDT17, DM15, DW11, Efr11a, FJM19, FSLR19, GKS10, HS12, Han17b, HV11, HZ10, KCI1, KY11b, LHTB15, LMWA17, PGY14, PKM10, QLL10, RB18, SM12a, SSS18, ST18,
Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano19a.

Revisited [BGR13]. Right [GZCL19, HLSY16, LW19a]. Right- [GZCL19].
Right-Censored [LW19a]. Rights [JML+14]. Rilpivirine [LZNS17]. Ring
[SBG+16]. Risk [BKR19, BGK+18, CAJ14, DGH+10, FKH11, GHP13,
HCOW17, Ken15, LZPH14, MVR12, MYLC15, MSDN12, RS10, RRW17, SHW17,
TGG15, WZ18, YLRH19, Zho19]. Risk-Adjusted [RS10, TGZ15].
Risks [LDSH16, LY16, MTY+17, XAM+14]. RNA
[HSTP15, LNN19, SLC+15]. RNA-Isoform [SLC+15]. RNA-Seq
[HSTP15, LNN19]. Road [BRGS10, GMS14]. Robust
[AY17, ACF17, ASB11, BS13, CCR15, CGJ10, CH17, DYZ12, DR17, DVF11,
FK18, FKSZ19, FPW10, Hag17, Han14, IR15, IR14, JTF+19, KW15, LTT17,
LL19a, MKG13, MD19, MTY+17, QP13, SiCG+15, SLW16, VW11, VV15,
WJHZ13, WZL19, WZL10, Y11, Zho13, ZBM11]. Robustness
[DH12, GD17, KX17, LT10, LRT12, LLX15]. ROC [HC15b]. Rockfish
[DK18]. Role [Cre18a, HBZ15]. Rolling [ACPLRC19, Pap10]. Root
[LCL14]. Rotations [DPT19, RG17b]. Rules
[KM14, WZ18, ZZRK12, ZMHKK17]. Run [CLM18, GLP19]. Runs
[SVTG17].

Saddlepoint [MR11, PCB11, PDF15]. Safety [HZT11]. Salmonella
[DDM10]. Sample [CLX13, CDQ13, CDQ14, CF17, CCS18, DV11, ESR18,
FSL17, FZW16, GCBL15, JYL15, LCG+15, LSS+19a, LH14, MW11, MKG13,
PCBI11, SM12a, TE11, WZM18, YKC+15, ZZWJ12]. Sampled [RQJ15].
Sampler [BCDS18, NSK19a, TY17]. Samples [LCMT10, ZSL+11]. Sampling
[ACB+14, AT11, BH18, BSK+15, BG16, CKY15, CWH18, DR10, FLL17,
GdMb13, GS17a, Gill11, yHQ12, JCRG17, KLSY13, LTC13, LJS16, LCLZ18,
MZN+16, MDR18, QA10, TZF+15, TZL17, TMP18, VT17, WLS17,
XYM+15, XSWH17, ZC13, Zho11]. Satellite [SSL+10]. Scalable
[CIB+18, Ma15, NSK19a]. Scalar [WZ17b]. Scalar-on-Image [WZ17b].
Scale
[BCDS18, BMMS17, BM10, Cai10, CL16a, Efr10b, Efr10c, HL14a, He110,
HCKS18, HR11, KKL15, LZ10a, Sch10, TARS17, Wes10, XCH+17, ZK17].
Scale-Change [XCH+17]. Scale-Invariant [HL14a]. Scaled
[SW19]. Scaling [FDPS10, PS10]. Scanning [MM19]. Scans [ACCTW18]. Scatter
[DYZ12]. Scattering [ABvdW19]. Schedule [LCL14, ZB13]. Scheme
[AR15b]. Schools [LZ10a, ZK17]. Science [JPW+17, Yu19]. Sciences
[RSA16]. Scientist [Cre18a, Lit13]. Sclerosis [ZLP+14]. Score
[GMS14, HFQ12, JZ14, Ken19, LM18, MMW+17, NQS14, JXDT19,
VRS19, WZL19, WMY15, ZD14]. Scores [FMC11, MRB12]. Scoring
[Cul11, MPW13b]. Scott [Pea19]. Screen [CYT12]. Screen-Detected
[CYT12]. Screening
[BFV16, CLZ15, FFS11, FMD14, HZ14, HR11, KZ19, LZ10a, LZZ12,
MLT17, PWL16, PWXZ19, SVTG17, SZ14, XC14, ZSR18, ZX17, ZLLZ11].
[HZL+17]. **Set-Valued** [SLW19]. **Sets**
[AO17, BGMP12, CGW17, LRW13, SSS18, TYY+19, Wil19]. **Setting**
[GBW16, MB16]. **Settings** [CLX13, DG16a, JR12]. **Several**
[GZZ19, MHC11]. **Severe** [FKH11, FMGS16]. **Seychelles** [XTR+14].

**Shahin** [Mar19, PM19]. **Shape**
[CDH11, DHH15, HSSZ15, KKL15, KM14, SKBM17, VS15].

**Shape-Constrained** [CDH11]. **Shapes** [KS12]. **Shared** [BJT+10].
**Sharp** [SPZ12]. **Sharpen** [MP13]. **Sheet** [CHAP16]. **Shock** [CMM+13].
**Short** [BBS17, LZ10a, PCC12]. **Short-** [BBS17]. **Short-Term** [PCC12].
**Shortcuts** [BB10]. **Shrinkage** [BPPD15, CMW+19, FFvSK17, GNL19, HCM13, HC15a, JLPZ18, WDSL10, YL13]. **Side** [SH13]. **Sided** [Lu16, LvdL18, PSY19, SM12a]. **Sieve** [BGC19, ZHS17]. **Sigmoidal** [ZA16].

**Sign** [FZW16, WFB13]. **Signal** [DKK16, HZT11, JZT19, LQ17, MM15, ZCC+17]. **Signaling** [TMK+12].
**Signals** [LSS+19a, XBZ+14]. **Signatures** [WZ17a]. **Significance**
[LS17a, MML12, MG17a, MG17b, ZL11]. **Significant** [MQ15a]. **Similarity**
[HZZ+17]. **Simple** [LS15, Lit13, SW17b, TAGT14]. **Simplex** [BD12].
**Simplicity** [Lit13]. **Simulated** [LCL14, OP13]. **Simulating** [HLR15].
**Simulation** [GDLMVF19, Guh10, Zho14, Vat19]. **Simulation-Based**
[GDLMVF19]. **Simulations** [MSW+18]. **Simultaneous**
[BBW14, CH12, GWB16, KCK+15, KC10, MVR17, MRB+17, QDC19, WKK12, ZC17b, ZCC+17]. **Simultaneously**
[JHH14, ZB13].

**Single** [BBBH10, CSSK16, LW10, LHH17a, LPH+17, MMW+17]. **Single-Index**
[LWC10, LHH17a, MMW+17]. **Single-Molecule** [CSSK16]. **Singular**
[DJP18, ZH19]. **Sink** [CSS14]. **Size**
[CY17, CWH18, DHH15, ESR18, EG19, FSL17, MSZ10, VT17, ZFW17].
**Size-Dependent** [ZFW17]. **Sizes** [ZFW17]. **Skew** [BCC14]. **Skellam**
[KLL17]. **Skewed** [WBC+18]. **Skinny** [NSH19a]. **Slab** [RG18, SFX12].
**Sleep** [MJWF13b, WBG+18]. **Sliced** [LZL19, Qia12]. **Slicing**
[JYL15, ZZF10]. **Slope** [COS+10, BGSB19]. **Small** [ABvdW19, DHM11, DM15, JNR11, LZ10a, MTY+17, NC10, PCB11, SM12a, TGH18, TYY+19].
**Small-Angle** [ABvdW19]. **Small-Area** [DHM11, LZ10a]. **Small-Sample**
[SM12a]. **Smoke** [WLSA17]. **Smoking** [GD17]. **Smooth**
[SAR12, WPS17b, ZHY14]. **Smoothed** [CWH+15, WMY15]. **Smooother**
[SSL+10]. **Smoothing**
[CWPC13, DHS11, SLR+15, TARS17, TKPS18, WPS17b]. **Smoothly**
[GSD19]. **Smoothly-Changing** [GSD19]. **SNAP** [KPGJ12]. **Snippet**
[DM18]. **SNP** [BML17]. **SNP-Set** [BML17]. **SNPs** [JHH14]. **SNR** [PT17].
**Social** [FTZ15, RSA16, SL14]. **Soft** [LZW11]. **Solution** [SH10]. **Solutions**
[GC17, PPLS18]. **Some**
[DV14, GC17, KZCS16, RSI14, Ros11, Ros15b, RDHL19, WFS19].

**Sorbet** [KKLL17]. **Sound** [Mar19, PM19, TAP19a, TAP19b]. **Source**
[CSS14, CXCR13, FG13, PDP+14]. **Sources**
Lit13, MMM11a, MMM11b, MHC13, MJPW13b, MG17a, MG17b, NCB12, Pea19, RSI14, Sah10, Sch10, Smi10, SL11, SQC16, SFM18, THY16, WSWT10, WZ10, Wes10, YJFL19, ZSLK15, ZW14, Kim19. Statisticians [BKM17, LS17a]. Statistics [FG12, Gel11, LLX15, Mor15, Mor10, Nus18, Pan11, Rod13, Utt17, Ros14, Dav13]. Status [HH10]. Steady [HMQA10]. Step [LYH13]. Stepwise [DKK16]. Stick [DBNZ16, RDG10, SD14].


Student [Zaj12]. Studentized [Hah12]. Studies [ADH10, BML17, CZ11, CZ13, CG15, CPPW11, ESR18, FSMS17, FS17, FK14a, GDM17, GWZ13, HRS14, HZL+17, HSR13, HGZ18, HDL+16, IS12, JHH14, KWG15, LZ11b, LD15, LLX15, LL19b, MMC+12a, Ros10, Ros11, Ros14, Ros15a, Ros15b, RLP+18, TLZ17, WZL19, WT13, YHD+10, YLRH19, ZL14, ZL11, ZSR18, Zha19b, ZTS11, ZK17, Pea19]. Study [AVWW14, BSLR10, BSRR12, BH13, BR12b, CXT14, FMGS16, HZ10, yHQ12, JTF+19, KKH19, KCZ+13, LER+12, LZNS17, MBC13, PKSR15, SL14, TP16a, VHJB13, XAM+14, YKC+15, ZSL+11, ZTC+13, ZNSR12, Zub12, ZK17, DRC+12, XTR+14]. Study-Specific [CXT14]. Sturgeon [WH17]. Subcortical [SIZ+12]. Subdata [WYS19]. Subdistribution [BKRF19]. Subgroup [FSL17, HQT16, MH17, SH15]. Subgroups [EUV17]. Subject [HZ10]. Submatrices [XCC18]. Subpopulations [RLY14].


[LHTB15, Lin18, MW11, SDS19, TGP11, TE11, Wil19, ZK12, ZZK15].

**Trend** [GSDR19, PAHJ11, PY12]. **Trends** [CW19, CWH+15, DLP12, MJG18]. **Trial** [HTGT13, LD15, LGY18, PTC14, VCBT19, WDSL10, WRL+12a, WGM12].

**Trials** [BFWE10, DGM12, GSH13, JLY14, KYBB19, LER+12, LZR+16, MHZ15, MZC16, MSM+15, RLY14, VHJB13]. **Trimming** [DJP18]. **Tropical** [RLGL11]. **Truncated** [DGYZ11]. **Tsunami** [PPD+14]. **Tukey** [XG17].

**Tumor** [XMY+15]. **Tuned** [TR19]. **Tuning** [CH17, HWF15, RKL19]. **Tuning-Free** [RKFL19]. **Tunnel** [LHH+17b]. **Tweedie** [Efr11b]. **Twin** [LSS+19b].

**Twinning** [BF18, BS13, CLX13, CDQ13, CDQ14, CF17, CCS18, DD16, FZW16, GCBL15, HCCZ16, HSZ15, LTMJ15, LS10, LTMJ13, LHS18, LHY13, LCLZ18, MW11, RLY14, SCG13, SVTG17, SM12a, TZZ17, ZL14]. **Two-by-Two** [DD16]. **Two-Dimensional** [HSZ15]. **Two-Level** [SVTG17]. **Two-Phase** [TZZ17, ZL14]. **Two-Sample** [CLX13, CDQ13, CDQ14, CF17, CCS18, FZW16, GCBL15]. **Two-Sided** [SM12a]. **Two-Stage** [BF18, BS13, HCCZ16, LTMJ13, LCLZ18, SCG13]. **Two-Step** [LYH13]. **Two-Way** [LHS18]. **Type** [Dui16, JLPZ17, WFZ18, Zha05, Zho14, ZWZZ19].


**Unbiased** [QLL10, SDS19]. **Uncertain** [CB18b, DM15, FBM11, MHC11]. **Uncertainty** [BMMS17, SWSK19, SCK19, VCBT19, WRCG13, WLNC14, ZD14].

**Uncovering** [PS10]. **Under-Reporting** [SdEdS19]. **Undergoing** [TNZM14]. **Undermine** [Ros15b]. **Undernutrition** [FPSE15b, WKS12].

**Understanding** [LHS18, YPQ+16]. **Undirected** [ZSP13, ZSP14]. **Unequal** [GNL19]. **Unified** [GWZ13, HZH15, KLSY13, LZW11, NSB17, ZH18].

**Uniformly** [GW15, KHL11, ZSS19]. **Unifying** [BSK+15, HAME15, XSS11]. **Unimodal** [TEKM12]. **Unit** [Gee14, KC10, LHD19, WW15]. **Units** [FMP18, LSLR12]. **Universal** [BBS17]. **Unknown** [CTX14, GBP19, HW19, LW19b, MKG13, MS18b]. **Unmeasured** [GK18, HRS14, PSR16]. **Unordered** [BD12, LQ11]. **Unreplicated** [HFSZ19]. **Unspecified** [WTFQ12, ZL15b]. **Unstructured** [WSSQ16].

**Unsupervised** [ZL18]. **Unusual** [ZLP+14]. **Upscaling** [BMMS17].

**Upstream** [SHM19]. **Usage** [SLC+15]. **Use** [BCT18, DRL10, HSTP15, SZ14, TEKM12, WFD19]. **Using** [ACLZ14, BGH+18, BQ17, BG19, BM19, BH18, BG16, CAJ14, bCH10, CHAP16, CCMC16a, CLQY16, CZK17a, DHS11, DH13, DGH+10, FLY12, FRG+17, FTM12, FMV16, FSS+16, FSB+19, FMC11, GBG10, GDZ11, Han17b, HZS18, HWF15, HYS19, JT12, JLY14, JKL11, KLM13, KSG10,}
KC10, KSKD12, LNS10, LZ10a, LLX15, MS18c, MVR12, MRB12, MZ15, MLC+16, MP13, MDR18, NSK16, PCB11, PPD+14, Per10, Piu14, PWS13, RS10, RJ10, RHCT14, RD12, RLY14, RWKS14, SWSK19, SBG+16, SM12a, SO11, SGR10, SMAC10, SHW17, SHM+18, Tan10, TGH18, THY16, VS15, WRL10, WJY13, WG14, WBCD15, WLS17, WSW17, XWK11, YZBE18, YZB+16, ZSL+11, ZWL15, ZZRK12, Zub12, HMW17, RLM13, WA18].

Utilities [MTY+17]. Utility [LTJM15, SW17c]. Utilization [HZS18].


Value [Ber17, CCL+11a, CCL+11b, EEH19, GC17, God17, JPCD19, La11, LNA10b, LNM11, Sh11, Wu11, ZH19, Zha19b, ZZ19, LX19]. Valued [BWH16, LSZD17, SL19, YPOR18]. Values [AE18, Bri17, Cai10, Efr10b, Efr10c, Hel10, LS17a, MR17, NTC13, RDHL19, Sch10, Tes10, ZSS19].

Variability [HC15b, XKBS17]. Variable [Bla17, BR12a, CH12, CHZ16, CLZ10, CW12, CWZM18, GdMb13, GNC14, GC11, HLMH18, IKG+10, JHZ16, KA18, KXZ19, KD14, LZ10b, LL19a, Lin18, MLT17, MW19, PAHJ11, Per10, QDC19, RJ10, RS14, RG14, Roc18, RR18, SZ14, SL15, SWW14, WBG+18, WJHZ13, WSW17, Wol11, WQyw19, XXY+19, YDZ16, YPOR18, ZD14]. Variable-Domain [GCNC14]. Variables [AS15, CY16, bCH10, CRVF10, FM11, FJM19, KZCS16, LS10, LFL15, MB16, PHSS15, PWS13, SLM11, SW14, SHM+18, Tan10, WC18, WFS19].

Variance [BOSB16, CFL18, DNP18, Dav12, FLL17, GSD19, GSVF13, HK12, HD10, LPR12, PR14, RN16, SMRG18]. Variants [JLZ14, MCIS19]. Variate [HFSZ19, HBT+19]. Variates [LCT16]. Variation [DFM19, HLL10, JCL10, WZ17b]. Variational [BKM17, BM10, FOW11, HYS19, WB19c]. Variations [Mar19, PM19, TP19a, TPAC19b]. Varying [ATT19, BAWM18, CP12, CHZ16, DGM12, FMD14, FZ16, HLMH18, HH19, HY12, JWXJ13, LHH17a, LLW14, LJZ14, MS15, NSH+19b, PR14, SM10, WT13, ZWI13, ZC17a, ZZ19, ZF14, ZWZZ19].

Varying-Coefficient [HLMH18, HH19, LHH17a, LJZ14, ZWZZ19].
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